
DIY ideas for
Valentine's day

Are you looking for some crafts to do
with your kids? Do you want to surprise
someone that you love? You'd love to
offer something cute and handmade?
This is for you!

Whoever is the receiver

@scraps.and.coffee.grounds



Choose locations in
maps that you want to
remember, screenshot
them, print them and
frame them!

 Origami hearts,
handprints of
toddlers, easy pop-up
cards,there are a lot
of possibilities!

Maps frame

Handmade cards



    Did you know that with a
"melt&pour" mixture
you can make all kind of
handmade
soaps? 
The easiest recipe: 
-100gr melt&pour 
-2tbsp coconut oil
-2tbsp shea butter
-5drops EO of your choice
(optional)    
-How-to : melt,mix and the
EO and the vitD and pour
into the mold!

  So easy and
funny!! I just filled
a jar with popcorn
and write the note

Heart shaped soaps

Pop corn glass



For this one you will need   :
-220 gr baking soda
-110 gr cytric acid
-110 gr cornstarch or arrow root
 -2 tbsp of water
-3 tbsp vegetable oils (your choice,
almond oil it's perfect )
-20 drops of essential oil (I used
lavender for that)  
-How-to: mix separately solid and
liquid ingredients and then pour the
liquid mixture into the solid one,mix
and use the mold of your choice!

Bath bombs

Garlands

We made these two 
garlands with cardboards
 and other recycled
papers, but you can also
use fabric,tassels or
wooden beads



Last year I shared on the blog
these diy bracelets with morse
words dedicated to the person
that you love,they are perfect if
you are looking for a Handmade
gift! You can also use letters  like
the ones that we made with
words or names,I specially love
the XOXO one

DIY bracelets

Glue the seeds in a paper (we
use homemade glue and
recycled papers) fold the
paper,cut the shape of your
choice and write a card with
your note and the
instructions for the seed,
nothing better to gift than a
plant.

Plantable seed paper card



  You'll just need 5 ingredients:   
-1/2 tsbp beeswax beads
-1 tsbp olive oil
-1 tsbp coconut oil
-20 drops of essential oils (I used
fragrance of violets)
-Vit E
-How-to:place the coconut oil and the
beeswax beads in the top of a double
boiler and warm them over medium
heat until they melt. Remove from
heat and then mix the rest of
ingredients,put it on a small glass
bottle and wait to solidify.  

Solid perfume 

Heart snowflakes

If you love paper snowflakes
you will love these heart
shaped ones! 



Follow me on Instagram
for the tutorials of these

DIY and more ideas!

@scraps.and.coffee.grounds


